Exploring unsteady flows by parallel extraction of property-enhanced pathlines and interactive post-filtering
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Abstract
In this work a new approach of the visualization of unsteady high-resolution flow data in a network processing chain using property-enhanced traced particles or pathlines is presented. This approach allows to select subsets of pathlines according to additional given or calculated properties in the local environment and history of the pathlines and is an alternative method to classical feature extraction. As such, traditional property-controlled seeding strategies – as part of visualization mapping – are replaced by post-filtering based on multiplexed properties and geometries – as part of rendering. Inserted into our distributed visualization framework DSVR the selection of subsets is realized as an interactive “query over a stream” which considerably increases the degree of interaction in real time and also in 3D video-on-demand scenarios.

1. Introduction
Coming along with the compute power of modern supercomputers actual numerical simulations can produce a huge amount of data. In typical approaches of visualization, the mapping of the raw data into 3D geometries and the rendering are done in a separate post-processing step after the simulation.

Techniques for flow field visualization can be classified into direct flow visualization like drawing arrows for each vector stored in the field, texture-based flow visualization like LIC, geometric flow visualization, which consists of particle tracing using numerical integration, and feature-based flow visualization, where the flow field is analyzed for so-called “critical points”. Overviews about these classifications and typical techniques are given by [PLV’02, LHD’04]. The visualization of special local or global characteristics of flows can be done by topology-based feature extraction techniques like in [TS03] or by methods based on vortex features as described in [TSW’05]. Another way is the filtering of textures or geometry based primitives according to additional properties. In [CFP00] the authors combined texture-based flow visualization with feature-based approaches. The extracted features are used to accelerate the time consuming texture-generation process. Recently an interactive feature-based filtering on attributed pathlines was introduced in [STS07], but – differently to our approach – in a classical post-processing scenario with small sets of raw data.

Since numerical simulations of unsteady flows in high resolution take advantage of parallel high performance computing, it is very desirably to do so also for particle tracing and pathline extraction. The parallel simulation and the parallel visualization of particle traces which could render up to 60000 particles have been discussed in [BKIJ01]. In [SBK07] real-time flow visualization is done by analyzing regions of interest on a high-performance computer and do the flow visualization on a graphic frontend. [YWM07] introduces hierarchical representation in parallel visualization environments to increase scalability.

In these approaches the complete visualization is done as a separate post-processing tasks and all raw data have to be stored permanently. This may lead to a capacity bottleneck on the storage side. Considering a grid dimension of $10^{10}$ calculated over $10^5$ time steps, up to 1 PByte would have to be stored in a computational fluid dynamics application.

To take these challenges a distributed visualization environment has been implemented in the DSVR Framework [OPR01, JOPR02, OMJ07] avoiding the storage of raw data at all.
2. Concept and Design

A scalable approach including flexible support for batch, tracking, and computational steering scenarios is realized by our networked process chain, the Distributed Simulation and Virtual Reality Environment DSVR:

1. Data extraction and creation of 3D scenes, which represent features of the raw data, are efficiently implemented by parallel processing of the data parts—using a parallel software library libDVRP—corresponding to the domain decomposition of the parallelized simulation. This significantly reduces the data volume, while 3D interaction support is preserved.

2. The generated sequence of 3D files is stored on a separate 3D Streaming Server, which provides RTSP-based play-out capabilities for continuous 3D media streams, especially in high-performance IP networks.

3. The 3D scene sequence is presented as an animation in a virtual reality environment. This step has been implemented as a web-based 3D viewer plug-in, taking advantage of stereoscopic displays and interactive tracking devices.

2.1. Parallel pathline and property extraction

The pathline extraction we have implemented as part of the libDVRP uses selectively the Euler or Runge-Kutta (2nd or 4th order) integration.

The global grid is distributed in partial grids over the cluster and the simulation’s resulting data will be neither stored on disk nor communicated between the parallel cores. So the parallelization is ruled by the grid’s domain decomposition and during integration of the trajectory, three cases for data locality in the compute cluster have to be considered:

1. The pathline will still stay in the grid volume, the actual process simulates.
2. The pathline will leave the whole simulated area.
3. The pathline will leave the area simulated by the actual process but still stay in the global simulated grid.

In the third case the pathlines are transferred between processes, so a pathline is always hosted by the process which also hosts the currently needed raw data. Using Runge-Kutta for integration, a transfer could also be necessary during a Runge-Kutta substep.
The pathline extraction is implemented as on-the-fly processing, directly accessing the transient raw data of the respective time step in main memory, according to the underlying domain decomposition. As a result, we get an interleaved data stream, containing 3D geometry and additional property elements. Assuming a constant number of pathlines, $O(n^3)$ grid points and $O(n)$ supporting points per pathline, the data volume is reduced by a factor of $O(n^2)$.

### 2.2. Flexible, property-based pathline filtering

In graphics based approaches like streamlines or pathlines for flow field analysis, one of the most discussed problems is the initial placement of these lines. Seeding too many lines will lead to a unclear visualization. On the other hand, seeding only a few lines may result in missing some interesting features of the flow field. Usually this problem is solved by calculating adequate seedpoints.

But there is a problem about analyzing unsteady flows, because the interesting features of the flow field may change each timestep. Using typical post-processing applications, it is possible to first analyze the whole flow field over all timesteps and afterwards seed the lines according to this analysis. In addition to that, in highly interactive scenarios finding the best seedpoints may be an iterative process involving the user to adjust seeding parameters. But without storing the raw data like it is done in our approach, this prior analysis is not practicable. So another approach to solve the seedpoint-problem for simulation and visualization of unsteady flows on very large grids is needed.

Nearly the same degree of flexibility can be achieved by first storing a huge amount of homogenously seeded pathlines which not only contain the actual position and history of the pathlines but also additional data generated by the simulation environment as a set of properties. For a clearer view and a better understanding of the flow features, the pathlines will be filtered afterwards on the client side by changing type and parameters of a query function $\sigma$. This allows a high degree of interaction between the user and the visualization by controlling a filter function based on one or more selected properties. The properties are given by or derived from the simulation results at current trajectory position and optionally the pathline’s history, as part of the pre-visualization task.

Figure 1 shows the data flow through the DSVR Framework. There are two approaches for handling the properties implemented in the DSVR Framework. In the first approach (a), the pathlines will be streamed through the Streaming Server without a change. Here the only purpose of that server is to store the 3D scenes and properties. The demultiplexing and filtering will be done by the DocShow-VR. In the second approach (b), the demultiplexing and filtering is done by the Streaming Server. This way only the filtered pathlines without property will be streamed to the DocShow-VR. Assuming a high-bandwidth network connection between the parallel cluster and the Streaming Server, transport and storage of a huge, but constant count of pathlines can be handled adequately. Streaming only the reduced pathlines to the DocShow-VR is the basis for applications in usual LAN/WAN scenarios.

### 3. Results and Discussion

We have implemented and evaluated our approach on a well-known routine by Crawfis\(^1\) producing a tornado-like swirl on a 3D rectilinear grid\(^2\). It was simulated on a grid with a dimension of 500\(^3\) grid points each containing a vector $(u,v,w)$. As property we chose a scalar value defined by $\sqrt{u^2 + v^2 + w^2}$ at the current time step. Figure 2a shows a

---

\(^1\) [http://www.cse.ohio-state.edu/~crawfis/Data/Tornado/tornadoSrc.c](http://www.cse.ohio-state.edu/~crawfis/Data/Tornado/tornadoSrc.c)

\(^2\) Project funding: DFG (GZ: OL 241/1-1)
scene rendered in above discussed flow field with 30000 pathlines seeded. Here it is clear to see that seeding too many pathlines will lead to cluttered visualization where the swirl in the center is hard to see. After property-based filtering the swirl is clearly to see. Figure 2b shows the same view of the same scene as figure 2a but rendering a subset. Furthermore this example shows the advantage to extract pathlines in areas where they are at first sight not really interesting. This could be seen when the swirl moves and particles, which were not part of the swirl at one time are points of interest at the next timestep.

The described testcase shows the opportunities of the here discussed approach as well as its estimated limits. Extracting 30000 pathlines using 40 supporting points and one property for each line results in 18 MByte per scene to store, load and stream. Aiming for 25 scenes per second, a network with a guaranteed bandwidth of 3.6 GBit per second is required. Based on 10-GBit/s-Ethernet this is already possible, but usually 10-GBit/s-Ethernet is not available in today’s office networks. Using the data flow described in figure 1b, it is possible to store those data in adequate time and only stream the filtered 3D geometries.

Beside filtering whole pathlines we compress data by filtering supporting points for the pathlines. In first tests the network bandwidth needed for streaming 5000 pathlines was measured as shown in table 1. Due to the filtering on the Streaming Server, the reduction of streamed data volume is proportional to the reduction of supporting points per pathline by neglecting intermediate points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>points per pathline</th>
<th>unfiltered data rate [MBit/s]</th>
<th>unfiltered data volume [MByte]</th>
<th>threshold 0.209 data rate [MBit/s]</th>
<th>threshold 0.209 data volume [MByte]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Network bandwidth streaming 5000 pathlines using server-side post-filtering.

Streaming Server: Intel Core2Duo 2.4 GHz, SuSe 10.2; DocShow-VR: 2x Intel Xeon 5160 3.0 GHz, Windows XP; NVIDIA Quadro FX 5500; Gigabit-Ethernet connection; Dataset: 60 frames at 20 frames/s.
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